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Introduction 
 
My interest in Retreat in Daily Life has evolved over the years as a participant at 
various times in my spiritual walk and in my training as a spiritual director. I have 
noticed my own as well as my directees’ individual hunger to learn to pray, read the 
scriptures, draw closer to God, and to know ourselves better within the demands of a 
busy life. There is an expectation to be able to attend to work, relationships, family 
responsibilities, community, health, and environment issues without losing the plot. 
However, reality tells us that in our harried pace to keep up with the rest of the world, 
we become lost, get entangled in the mess and don’t know how to get out of it.  
 
There is a hunger to find “the way out” of a messy, confusing and noisy world. A 
greater longing to make connections with God, or make meaning out of ones life after 
being disconnected from our ‘source of life.’1 This study is an attempt to explore one 
adaptation of Retreat in Daily Life, and how it can help people integrate their 
spirituality in their own life context. Retreat in Daily Life is one of the many ways that 
one can connect with God and make meaning of ones life. Data will be collated from 
books, websites, interviews (see questionnaire: Appendix A), and this writer’s 
experience. This essay explains one adaptation of Retreat in Daily Life including the 
process, how to participate in a Retreat in Daily Life, what to pay attention to, the daily 
spiritual direction, role of scripture, importance of Retreat in Daily Life, benefits to both 
facilitator and directee, and the inter-relation of Retreat in Daily Life with Spiritual 
Direction.  
 
Overview of Retreat in Daily Life 
 
Every moment of our lives is filled by the loving and gracious presence of God, but we 
miss out on these “God moments” due to our busyness and lack of awareness that they 
exist. We fail to notice because we don’t know how God aches over our preoccupation 
and remoteness and constantly invites each one of us to come home to His heart; a heart 
deeply yearning for intimacy with us.2 One of the ways to notice God’s invitation is by 
way of retreat. A retreat is a place or time for prayer to encounter God. 
 
Retreat in Daily Life is one of many retreats which facilitates this time and place of 
encounter.3 Retreat in Daily Life or RDL is ‘a week of personally guided prayer done in 
the directee’s (the person being directed) life context.4 The RDL is an adaptation of “the 
Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius of Loyola,” a sixteenth century text containing a 
compilation of various prayers, based on his life experience to help men and women 

                                                        
1 Jeannette Bakke. Holy Invitations: Exploring Spiritual Direction (Kindle version), location 

135, retrieved from http://www.Amazon.com 
2 Richard Foster. Prayer: Finding the Heart’s True Home (London: Hodder & Stroughton 

Ltd, 1992), p. 1-2 
3 www.cenacle.org.nz/ 
4 spiritual director 2.  Interview by author. Tape recording. Waikanae October 11, 2012. 
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deepen their faith journey in the midst of their work and family life.5 The directee with 
the support of a spiritual director/guide for the week is accompanied through the process 
of prayer-reflection-sharing in a non-judgmental and impartial spiritual direction 
session.6 The structure of the RDL is such that RDL gives the directee the opportunity 
to pray over issues or events in an in-depth manner. Directees receive from their 
spiritual director suggestions for prayer, how to go deeper in prayer, and what to focus 
on and disregard during the week.7 As it is scripture based, RDL aims to bring the 
Gospels to life when integrated into ones daily life.8  
 
How to make a Retreat in Daily Life 
 
In this paper, I describe the retreats offered by the Wellington Catholic Archdiocese. 
Other groups such as SGM teams also offer RDL. The retreats are promoted by way of 
invitation on a yearly basis. Once an invitation is accepted, flyers are given out near the 
date as speakers who have done the retreat promote the RDL at church services. 
Depending on the number of participants, a team of about 4-5 trained spiritual 
directors/guides gives the retreats in the parish for a week.9 RDL is also offered in 
schools and to couples as per invitation. 
 
The retreat commences on a Sunday evening with a group opening orientation session. 
In this session, everyone starts with a guided prayer experience (Ignatian 
contemplation) using the same scripture story. A description and sample of this is found 
in the Appendix B. As directees come with either some prior or no experience praying 
with scriptures, handouts on tips for prayer (See Appendix C), other prayers (Appendix 
D), and opening and closing sessions are given (Appendix E). During the evening, 
spiritual directors talk briefly on the method of praying with scripture, as well as who 
Ignatius was, and how he started the exercises.10 
 
For the succeeding days, Monday through Friday, each directee commits to a half hour 
of prayer daily and another half hour to talk with a spiritual director/guide.11 If a 
directee is new to RDL, at the beginning of the week, the spiritual director/guide briefly 
discusses the importance of reflection, review of prayer, and documenting the prayer 
experience through journaling, painting, or bringing an object that speaks for them (in 
NZ culture, people are not used to talking about their feelings). In addition, the topics of 

                                                        
5 David L. Fleming, A Contemporary Reading of the Spiritual Exercises: A Companion to St. 

Ignatius’ Text (St.Louis: The Institure of Jesuit Sources, 1980),p. ix Retreat in Daily Life or 

RDL in this essay is also referred to as “At Home Retreats” or “Nineteenth Annotation 

Retreats (Spiritual Exercises, [19])”  
6 spiritual director 1. Interview by author. Tape recording. Paraparaumu. August 20, 2012 
7 directee 1. 22 August 2012, interview. Raumati. 
8 Carol Ann Smith ,SHCJ & Eugene E. Merz, SJ. Moment by Moment: A Retreat in Everyday 

Life (Indiana: Ave Maria Press), 2000 
9 spiritual director 1. Interview by author. Tape recording. Paraparaumu. August 20, 2012.  
10 spiritual director 2. Interview by author. Tape recording. Waikanae. October 11, 2012.  
11 spiritual director 1. Interview by author. Tape recording. Paraparaumu. August 20, 

2012.   
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discernment and awareness exercise are explained.12 These topics will be explained 
further in the next section including why they are important. The retreat ends with a 
group closing session on a Friday evening.  In this session, participants share what fruits 
they have gained from the retreat.   
 
What do we discuss in the daily meeting?  
 
At the orientation night, each participant is asked “what is your desire?” “what is it that 
brought you here?” It is important to begin working where the person is. This will give 
the directee a good start in the retreat. For each day of the retreat, the directee is offered 
a scripture or something similar (e.g. poem, praying with creation, meditating on a 
word/words), which the directee takes with them to meditate on during their next prayer 
period.13 However, the directee is encouraged to freely choose for his/her prayer 
material from previous days, and not be limited by what was suggested for that day. 
Opening up the breadth of choice for the directee allows for the Spirit’s movement 
while providing the spiritual director greater insight into the directee’s spiritual life.14 
 
During the daily meeting, the focus is on the directee’s sharing of what happened in 
their prayer and how this connected to their daily life context.15 At this meeting, 
spiritual directors listen, support and encourage their directees as they both listen for the 
presence and movement of God’s Spirit in the directee’s life. Spiritual direction 
processes often influence the directee’s point of view, as the spiritual director at times 
will ask questions that will encourage exploration of a particular scripture, issue, or way 
of praying.16 Directee 1 confirms this in her spiritual direction experience during RDL 
where her guide says, “I heard you say such and such, it would be helpful for you to 
dwell on that thing.”17 Directee 1 believes that the role of the SD/guide “is to listen and 
discern with you, where you are at, and what you should be looking for.”18 
 
Ways in which Spiritual direction relates with RDL 
 
Spiritual direction is at the heart of Retreat in Daily Life as it facilitates an encounter 
with God and deeper companionship through prayer. Spiritual direction and RDL inter-
relate to each other. As spiritual directors, we offer the gift and space of hospitality to 
the weary, lost and vulnerable traveller (directee) desiring of our gifts of listening, 
presence, humility, and love. We act as channels of the Holy Spirit’s (the true spiritual 
director) wisdom and action to intervene in their lives.19 Through spiritual direction, a 

                                                        
12 spiritual director 2. Interview by author. Tape recording. Waikanae. October 11, 2012. 
13 Ibid. 
14 Phelim McGowan, SJ., and Louis Taylor, Fitness for Life: The Spiritual Exercises in Daily 

Life (Wimbledon: Sacred Heart Parish, 1990), p.1 
15 www.cenacle.org.nz 
16 Jeannette Bakke. Holy Invitations: Exploring Spiritual Direction (Kindle version), location 

112, retrieved from http://www.Amazon.com 
17 directee 1. Interview by author. Tape recording. Paraparaumu. August 22, 2012.  
18 Ibid. 
19 Phelim McGowan, SJ., and Louis Taylor, Fitness for Life: The Spiritual Exercises in Daily 

Life (Wimbledon: Sacred Heart Parish, 1990), p.1  
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director helps the directee by showing him/her ways of praying, use of scripture and 
other sources that will deepen ones sense of God.20 Directee 2 shares that her spiritual 
direction journey was “initially scary, as in our culture we often avoid ourselves, and 
each other. It is a huge journey to learn the skills in SD, but takes a lot of vulnerability 
and trust in order to grow in knowing oneself and God.”21 Spiritual direction and RDL 
are complementary, both contributing to the growth of one who is desirous of 
encountering God.22   
 
The role of scripture in our Christian growth 
 
Scripture is at the heart of Retreat in daily life as it aims to reveal the transforming 
power of the Gospels particularly when integrated into daily life. By opening ourselves 
to God’s word, we come to know God deeper and hopefully into a conversion of heart 
so that we may follow Christ with greater love, hope, and freedom.23 Bakke notes that 
praying with scripture moves a directee from a place of self-centeredness to a place of 
new insight into who God really is and how God thinks/feels about them.24 Directee 1 
shares that “It is always a journey towards God, whether we have been at different 
points at different times, and that scripture speaks to us differently each time even if we 
have read it and reflected on it before.”25  
 
As people read and meditate on the scriptures, they build on an awareness that God is 
relational, concerned with our individual needs and is after our salvation and 
redemption. Spiritual directors note that people usually come to RDL with their set 
ways of interacting with scriptures.26 And so, during spiritual direction, prayer guides 
introduce different ways of praying scripture to open directees to varied experiences 
that will facilitate their growth in praying with scripture. Some ways to pray with 
scripture are:  

1. lectio divina – “divine studying” by reading the passage several times until a 
word/phrase stands out, which is explored and reflected on. In prayer, one shares 
about ones thoughts on God, self, and response, and contemplating while resting 
in the presence of God.27 

2. Ignatian Contemplation – meditation using our imagination, one chooses to 
enter a particular mystery from the Gospels by being oneself or one of the 
persons in the story. By engaging all our senses, one interacts with the people, 

                                                        
20 Margaret Guenther. Holy Listening: The Art of Spiritual Direction (London:Darton, 

Logman and Todd Ltd), p.6-41. 
21 directee 2. Interview by author. Tape recording. Newlands. September 11, 2012.  
22 spiritual director 1. Interview by author. Tape recording. Paraparaumu. August 20, 

2012.   
23 Carol Ann Smith, SHCJ & Eugene E. Merz., SJ. Moment by Moment: A Retreat in Everyday 

Life (Indiana: Ave Maria Press), 2000. 
24 Jeannette Bakke. Holy Invitations: Exploring Spiritual Direction (Kindle version), location 

125, retrieved from http://www.Amazon.com 
25 directee 1. Interview by author. Tape recording. Raumati. August 22, 2012.  
26 Sue Pickering, Spiritual Direction: A Practical Introduction (London:Canterbury Press 

Norwich), p. 56-57. 
27 Ibid. 
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listens and engages in conversation to help us experience a new way of noticing 
Jesus, ourselves, our neighbor and nature. We end with a dialogue with Jesus.28 

3. Augustinian prayer – somewhat similar to the Ignatian prayer but transferring 
the key features of the Gospels into ones current setting. 

 
In addition, questions such as “What did the scripture passage mean to you? How did it 
make you feel? ... What did you say to God?”29 are helpful for directees to notice their 
own impressions of God and how they have reacted to God during prayer.  
 
What do directees pay attention to in prayer?  
 
As directees begin their prayer, they are encouraged to refer to the 5 P’s (place, posture, 
presence, petition, and ponder) in preparation for prayer. Refer to Appendix C. One of 
the graces that directees ask as they begin their prayer is that of openness and 
generosity, as we can only listen to God’s voice in our stillness, and the spirit works on 
whatever matter we are willing to bring into spiritual direction.30 As spiritual direction 
seeks a deeper encounter with God, the way that this can be achieved is “to give caring 
attention to our relationship with God – attention that is focused on life’s foundations 
underneath ordinary busyness.”31 This process of giving caring attention to our inner 
and outer experiences by sifting through and determining their origin is Ignatian 
discernment (see Appendix F).  
 
In discernment, one begins to notice and attend to direct and subtle movements and 
countermovements that lead to God or away from God, and how one responds to these 
movements.32 The aim of discernment is to help us accept and respond to movements 
that lead us to God (life-giving, energy) and reject movements that draw us away from 
Him (disturbing, draining, leads to death). Ignatian discernment also invites us to seek 
God’s wisdom with the ‘grace of indifference,’ while gathering evidence, confirming, 
and evaluating a decision/action.  The grace of indifference is important in discernment 
as it facilitates freedom to choose after one has let go. Letting go and letting God shows 
a deep sense of trust in a loving and faithful God who only desires the best for us.33 To 
develop a discerning heart, through the Awareness exercise, one grows in daily 
awareness of Christ’s presence and action in the various situations, events, and persons 
in ones life, and own response to this presence.34 This increasing awareness of the 

                                                        
28 John A. Veltri, SJ, Orientations Vol.2, Part B: For those who accompany others on the 

inward journey (Ontario, Canada: Guelph Centre of Spirituality), p.298-300. 
29 William A. Barry, SJ, & William J. Connolly, SJ, The Practice of Spiritual Direction (New 

York: HarperCollins Publishers, 2009), p.72 
30 Ibid,p.67-83. 
31 Jeannette Bakke. Holy Invitations: Exploring Spiritual Direction (Kindle version), location 

151, retrieved from http://www.Amazon.com 
32 Benner, David G. Desiring God’s Will: Aligning our hearts with the heart of God (Illinois: 

InterVarsity Press, 2005),p. 114. 
33 John A. Veltri, SJ, Orientations Vol.1: Collection of helps for prayer (Ontario, Canada: 

Guelph Centre of Spirituality), p.149-150. 
34 Carruthers SJ, Gregory H. “Awareness Exercise.” Orientations for Spiritual Growth. 

retrieved May 21, 2012 from http://www.jesuits.ca/orientations/carruthers.html 
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presence and movement of God in all things leads to an attitude of active 
contemplation.35   
 
The importance of RDL in today’s world 
 
Retreat in Daily Life is a necessary and precious experience for people in today’s world 
to have as the more we live busy and complex lives, we also need tools (one of which is 
RDL) to help us sift through our layers of experience and to find a purpose through our 
connection with God. The structure of RDL makes it possible for busy people to 
integrate their spirituality with their work/home life. Through this integration, one 
develops the attitude of active contemplation so that Jesus becomes more present and 
alive in ones life; a product of ‘finding God in all things.’ Directee 1 notes that RDL 
experience ‘reminds her of how much Jesus really loves and cares for us, how much 
God yearns to help and meet us daily.’36 In her years of experience guiding people in 
spiritual direction, Spiritual director 2 has noticed a hunger to meet God in the 
everyday. Often, people try to make sense or resolve something in their life after 
noticing that something has gone missing, or gone wrong, even without saying the word 
God, but being able to do this in a safe way. For some people who are not connected 
with a church, this is an opportunity to seek connection with their spirit. In the Catholic 
parish context, people who have not felt nourished as a result of the lack of previously 
present church groups and activities have found new source of ‘life.’37  
 
Benefits for directees/facilitator 
 
Directee 1 shares that it is an ‘opportunity for deepening in one’s life and to be guided 
by a director in discerning, seeing patterns in the midst of daily life.’38 Directee 2 notes 
‘I found I heard God more clearly. I grew in trust, became more loveable and relaxed 
with everyone as I felt God’s love more clearly and how this was relating to me during 
the day.’39 This writer also shares, ‘coming out of a RDL experience transformed the 
way I think about myself, God and others. I am blown away by the Jesus that I meet in 
scriptures who has become so real to me in my own context.’ And spiritual director 2 
shares some of the things she has noticed in people after the retreat. ‘People’s lives 
change after the retreat, desires evolve, a time of attending to ones tiredness, connecting 
with oneself; a way for people to get started with praying (e.g. poetry, see Appendix G), 
people become more apostolic, and transformation in a person’s life also overflows into 
their work and family including transformation of the faith community.’40 
 
As facilitator, ‘I am always inspired by the people I accompany; inspired and grateful 
for the experience of journeying with people, receiving their trust and openness, a real 

                                                        
35 Smith, Carol Ann.,SHCJ & Merz, Eugene E., SJ. Moment by Moment: A Retreat in Everyday 

Life (Indiana: Ave Maria Press), 2000. 
36 directee 1. Interview by author. Tape recording. Raumati. August 22, 2012. 
37 spiritual director 2. Interview by author. Tape recording. Waikanae. October 11, 2012. 
38 directee 1. Interview by author. Tape recording. Raumati. August 22, 2012. 
39 directee 2. Interview by author. Tape recording. Newlands. September 11, 2012. 
40 spiritual director 2. Interview by author. Tape recording. Waikanae. October 11, 2012. 
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privilege.’ 41  Spiritual director 1 adds that ‘each retreat questions her own faith 
dimension and be accountable for her own faith journey.’42   
 
Recommendations 
 
The initiative of God to always draw us near is a gift and it only takes our openness and 
generosity to let God do the work in us according to His plans and purpose. In making a 
Retreat in Daily Life, the best place to begin is with the directee’s desire, as this is the 
point where the Holy Spirit often moves. The next is to work with what the directee is 
familiar with (e.g. style of prayer, scripture). As a guide, be prepared to provide 
materials, other sources and instruction that will facilitate the directee’s learning about 
spiritual direction, discernment, awareness, and prayer, as this takes time. However, a 
lack of experience should not deter a directee from making the retreat. After all in the 
end it is about the grace that we beg for during the retreat, and the Holy Spirit acts as 
the real director. Directee 2 notes that ‘It takes a lot of trust and vulnerability for a 
directee to be open and generous in sharing ones most intimate thoughts and feelings in 
a one to one session as some come from other cultures that don’t practice this norm.’43 
 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
This paper has set out to study one adaptation of Retreat in Daily Life and its 
significance to people today who struggle finding ways to integrate their spirituality in 
their own life context. Various aspects of the retreat have been discussed with 
suggestions for spiritual directors and directees as they seek to bring themselves or 
others into greater relationship with God. The gift that RDL brings into people’s lives is 
that participants who commit and make every effort to fit in and work out their daily 
prayer and daily direction meeting during their ‘special week with God’ receive a 
similar depth and substance as if they were on a residential retreat. RDL also is a good 
opportunity for people to learn praying with scripture, other prayer styles, one on one 
spiritual direction, and to grow in awareness of the presence/absence of Jesus in ones 
life through the skill of discernment and awareness. As Pickering notes, through the 
Holy Spirit, contemplation in action helps and guides our thoughts to explore directees’ 
experiences of God in everyday life, as they grow in love and dependence on God with 
their life.44  
 
 

                                                        
41 Ibid. 
42 spiritual director 1. Interview by author. Tape recording. Paraparaumu. August 20, 

2012.   
43 directee 2. Interview by author. Tape recording. Newlands. September 11, 2012. 
44 Sue Pickering, Spiritual Direction: A Practical Introduction (London:Canterbury Press 

Norwich), p. 30 
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Appendix A 
 
 

 
Interview Questions for Retreat in Daily Life 

 
 

Facilitator Questions 
 

1. What is Retreat in Daily Life (RDL)? 
2. How is RDL given? 
3. Can you tell me why do you think people make the Retreat in Daily Life? 
4. What are the fruits you have seen in your directee/s as a result of attending the 

RDL? 
5. What are the benefits of RDL to you as a facilitator? 
6. How do RDL and Spiritual Direction relate to each other? 
7. What is the significance of RDL in today’s world, if any? 

 
 
Directee Questions 
 

1. When did you attend the Retreat in Daily Life (RDL)? 
2. What was your experience like? 
3. In what ways did the RDL deepen your relationship with God? 
4. What were your reasons for attending the RDL? 
5. What was your experience like before attending the RDL in terms of 

reading/praying scriptures?  
6. Has anything changed with your reading/praying with scriptures after attending 

the RDL? 
7. What were the benefits to you for attending the RDL? 
8. Would you recommend it to your family and friends? Why? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* for Appendices B-G, see PDF attachment pp.11-17. Used with permission from the 
Cenacle New Zealand (Retreat in Daily Life 2012). 
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